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Abstract
This thesis develops a process and associated plant design for the large-scale production
of a rotavirus vaccine. With an estimated annual 215 000 child deaths and only 19%
immunization within the population, there exists a worldwide demand for the vaccine. Among
various commercial vaccines already in production, a vaccine made by GlaxoSmithKline known
as Rotarix was the product ultimately chosen to model. This is due to its relatively simple
manufacturing process, high effectiveness, and ease of use.
The thesis first formulates the process stages necessary to manufacture the working
vaccine including cell expansion, clarification, and lyophilization. It then analyzes the economic
feasibility of the process using costing estimations and budgeting tables.
The final model results in a plant that can annually produce 80 000 000 doses of the
vaccine and meets the needs of a substantial portion of the population. The thesis found that
the proposal nets a profit after a single year of sales assuming a reasonable effective interest
rate of 20%, making it a highly desirable investment. The thesis concludes with suggested
experiments to obtain empirical values of the virus and improve models along with
recommendations on further optimizing the design.

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design a facility to manufacture a very large amount of
Rotarix rotavirus vaccine to help fill global vaccination needs. Since current vaccination levels
for rotavirus are around 19%[8], there is a potentially substantial market for this vaccine.
Additionally, rotavirus sales have been on the rise and this trend is expected only to
continue[20].
The project team designed a facility located in Singapore capable of manufacturing a
rotavirus vaccine on a large scale. The vaccine-manufacturing process has three stages: Vero
cells are grown and infected with a small amount of rotavirus, which then rapidly multiplies; the
attenuated virus is filtered from the cells and concentrated; and the final vaccine is formulated,
freeze dried and packaged for distribution.
The most important safety and environmental considerations revolve around infectious
biohazardous waste which can potentially infect workers if not handled properly. It must be
disposed of via a biohazardous waste contractor after bleaching according to local regulations.
The investor’s rate of return after a two year construction, and fifteen year operation
period will be 274.4%. At a minimum IRR of 20%, the payback period will occur within one year,
giving a venture profit estimated at $183 million. Given these values, it is expected that
investors will be highly interested in this proposal.
This facility will produce 80 million doses of rotavirus vaccine a year, covering a
significant proportion of global needs.
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Section 1
1.1

Introduction/Background

Overall Goal

The goal of this project was to design a process capable of economically producing one hundred
million doses of a rotavirus vaccine in order to meet the needs of a growing global population.
The target drug for the process is Rotarix®, a vaccine that is currently licensed and
manufactured by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). The active component of Rotarix® is an attenuated
form of the G1P strain of human rotavirus. Each dose of this vaccine product is one milliliter
and contains a final quantity of at least 106 Cell Culture Infective Dose 50 (CCID50) of the
rotavirus strain in addition to other excipient materials, primarily sucrose[1].
1.2

Current Market Information

The Rotarix vaccine is used to prevent rotavirus infection which causes severe diarrhea and
vomiting, especially in infants. Severe diarrhea is one of the leading causes of death for young
children (less than five years old), killing over 750 thousand every year[47]. In addition to over
two million annual hospitalizations, rotavirus is responsible for approximately 30% of these
diarrheal deaths, around 215 thousand per year, mostly occurring in India and Africa[46].
Increased rotavirus vaccination production is necessary to meet the needs of a growing global
population with over 135 million births every year[9].
The target population is infants at a high risk of rotavirus exposure either in developing
countries or with limited access to clean water. Most of the product demand will be from
countries with high birth rates seeking a cost effective method of preventing costly
hospitalizations and deaths. As with other pharmaceutical products, the price at which Rotarix
is currently sold varies significantly depending on country, buyer, and region. It is sold from as
low as $6.96/dose to a South African non-profit[35] to over $100/dose in the United States[7].
At this point only 19% of the world has been immunized for rotavirus, indicating an
opportunity to provide this immunization (Figure 1). Rotavirus vaccine is among the vaccines
required for immigration to the United States, which may be an indication that developing
countries will begin requiring it as well[8]. In addition, it is expected that as global warming
progresses and population increases, the number of individuals susceptible to rotavirus will
increase[15]. Growth of vaccine sales have been increasing at a healthy rate of 10-15% per
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year[10], and sales of Rotarix itself have been increasing at a similar rate (14% increase between
2014 and 2015)[13].

Figure 1. Worldwide immunization coverage for the most prevalent vaccinepreventable diseases[48].
1.3

Project Premises and Assumptions

While the contents of a drug or vaccine are typically available in the public record, the details of
the process by which they are produced are often proprietary and not easily replicated. A
combination of open source information, collaboration with the mentor, and calculations based
on educated assumptions were used to base the premise of each component in the process.
The cell growth model was developed assuming exponential growth and using a literature
doubling time for the Vero cells of 22 hours[3]. The procedure for cell growth was based on Vero
Cell Cultivation procedures outlined by ThermoFisher[38] and scaled to fit the proposed output.
Likewise, the downstream procedures for processing of the product were developed
through collaboration with the mentor and scaled for product goals (App. E.3). All filter units
were assumed to filter perfectly and not retain any liquid in either the filters, the tubing
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manifolds, or the unit itself. It was also assumed that no cell mass would be lost after
expansion, freezing, thawing, or centrifugation. Virus material was assumed to be preserved
throughout the process. The time of startup, operation, and downtime for filtering,
centrifugation, and thawing was estimated with the mentor through comparison to similar
industry operations (App. E.16). The approximate time for lyophilization of the process volume
was provided by the vendor, around 48 hours (App. E.13).
The team also made several assumptions while costing equipment. Vendors for
advanced biopharmaceutical devices often do not provide prices for their equipment. Costing is
typically negotiated over the course of several weeks after collaboration between the vendor
and buyer to fit and customize their process. Many vendors were still able to provide estimates
for equipment costs based on the applicable parameters of the designed process. These
estimates were used as assumed prices for the equipment. Equipment prices that were
assumed using this method include filtration units and associated equipment from Pall Inc.,
heated vessels from Holloway America, a cell bank by BioReliance, disk stack centrifuges from
Alfa Laval, and the lyophilizer from SP Scientific (App. E.4-E.14).
Section 2
2.1

Overall Process

Overall Process Description

To manufacture a rotavirus vaccine, two formalized vaccines were considered: a monovalent,
human attenuated vaccine produced by GSK called Rotarix and a pentavalent, human–bovine
reassortant vaccine produced by Merck[23]. The team ultimately selected Rotarix as the product
of choice due to qualities described in Section 2.2. A BFD for the proposed production of Rotarix
has been provided in Section 2.1.1 along with a PFD for the process in Section 2.1.2.
The production of Rotarix involves one upstream and two downstream stages. The first
stage, cell expansion, begins with the thawing of a 1 mL vial of Vero cells stored in FRZ-101 at 196°C. In a Class II Type A2 biosafety cabinet (BSC) in which all liquid transfers are performed, a
quarter of the contents of the vial (2) are placed into each of two T75 flasks. Each flask contains
36 mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), 4 mL of fetal bovine serum, and an
addition of 1M HEPES buffer to a final concentration of 10 mM (32). All solutions are previously
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stored at 5°C in TK-101 and brought to a working temperature of 37°C by HEX-101. TCU-101
warms the heating water used by HEX-101 using electricity.
All cell proliferations are performed in a warm room. After an incubation time of 34.9
hours, the cells have tripled in mass. The flasks are brought back to the BSC and the liquid
contents of the flasks are drained in the waste stream (44). Each flask is washed with 12 mL of
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) salt solution (32) and drained (44). 6 mL of 0.25%
trypsin/EDTA solution (32) are added to detach the cells from the flasks’ surfaces. 12.6 mL of
DMEM along with 1.4 mL of fetal bovine serum (32) are added to each flask to inactivate the
trypsin. The flasks are agitated to ensure complete detachment of Vero cells from the flasks’
surfaces and the mixtures from both flasks are transferred to a 1-layer Nunc cell factory (CF).
140.4 mL of DMEM and 15.6 mL of fetal bovine serum are added to bring the total
volume of each to 153 mL and 17 mL, respectively. HEPES is again added to bring its final
concentration to 10 mM (33). After 44 hours of cell proliferation, the cells have quadrupled in
mass and the liquid contents of the CF are drained (45). The CF is washed with 50 mL of DPBS
salt solution (33) and drained (45). 25 mL of 0.25% trypsin/EDTA solution (33) is added to
detach the cells from the CF’s surfaces. 54 mL of DMEM along with 6 mL of fetal bovine serum
(33) are added to the CF. The CF is agitated and the mixture (4) is transferred in equal portions
to three 2-layer CFs.
Cell proliferation procedures are repeated with solution volumes increased by a factor
of six. After 56.9 hours, the Vero cell mass has increased by a factor of six. Transfer procedures
are repeated into three 10-layer CFs (5). Volumes of solutions are increased by a factor of five.
After 51.1 hours, total cell mass has increased fivefold. Transfer procedures are repeated into
four 40-layer CFs (6). Volumes of solutions are increased by a factor of 5.33. After 53.1 hours,
the total cell mass has increased by a factor of 5.33. Transfer procedures are repeated into 20
40-layer CFs (7). Volumes of solutions are increased by a factor of five. After 51.1 hours, total
cell mass has increased fivefold. Transfer procedures are repeated into 100 40-layer CFs (8).
Volumes of solutions are increased by a factor of five. After 51.1 hours, total cell mass has
increased fivefold[39]. Standard rinsing procedures occur and the CFs are filled to a total volume
of 216 L of DMEM and 24 L of fetal bovine serum along with a 10 mM concentration of HEPES
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(38). The cell count totals around 48 billion cells, up from an initial cell count of one million
cells.
Virus transfection occurs in this final CF stage in which 29 1-milliliter vials of rotavirus A
VP7 serotype G1 (10) are added in equal portions to each CF. The CFs are left to incubate in the
warm room for five days to ensure adequate virus proliferation. The solution collects in 24 19liter cans (CAN-101). A negligible amount of cryoprotectant in the form of glycol and sugar is
added to the cans, which are stored in FRZ-102 at -80°C. The reason for transfection of human
rotavirus on Vero monkey cells is to attenuate the virus. Attenuation occurs when a virus must
adapt to a foreign host and thus becomes less capable of infecting its original host.
In preparation for the downstream processes, the product moves from FRZ-102 and
thaws to a working temperature of 37°C in THAW-201. In the span of two days, CFG-201
removes the cryoprotectant from the mixture and the product collects in VE-201, a jacketed
500 L vessel whose temperature is controlled by TCU-201. 8.72 L of DPBS (42) and 45.4 g of
polysorbate 80 (41) are added to VE-201 to maintain pH and prevent clumping of proteins.
In the downstream processes, the product is prepared for use through a clarification
and lyophilization stage. The product moves from VE-201 to F-201 where 90% of the cell mass is
removed as waste (52). The product collects in VE-202 and cycles through TFF-201 where 92%
of the liquid water is removed as waste (53). The concentrate stream (20) goes through F-202
which removes 95% of the remaining cell mass as waste (54). The product is collected in three
19-liter cans (CAN-201) with a negligible amount of cryoprotectant and is stored in FRZ-201 at 80°C.
In preparation for lyophilization, the product moves from FRZ-201 and thaws to a
working temperature of 37°C in THAW-301. In the span of two days, CFG-301 removes the
cryoprotectant from the mixture and the product collects in VE-301. The product goes through
a final microfiltration in F-301 to remove 95% of any remaining cell mass (56). The product
enters LYO-301 in which 98% of the water mass is removed (57). The finalized product is stored
in REF-301 at a temperature of 5°C.
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2.1.1 Block Flow Diagram
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2.1.2 Process Flow Diagram
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2.1.3 Stream Table
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2.1.4 Equipment Table
Tanks and Vessels
Type

TK-101

TK-201

VE-201

VE-202

VE-301

CAN-101

CAN-201

-80

-80

37

37

37

-80

-80

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

Material of

Polypro-

Polypropylene

316L SS

Stainless

pylene

316L SS

Stainless

Construction

316L SS

Steel

Steel

Orientation

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Volume (L)

1000

50

500

500

50

19

19

Height (m)

0.940

0.146

1.029

1.029

0.483

0.285

0.285

Width (m)

1.031

0.540

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.051

0.740

1.219

1.219

1.219

0.403

0.403

Temperature
(°C)
Pressure
(psia)

Length or
Diameter
(m)
Temperature Control Units
Type

TCU-101

TCU-201

TCU-202

TCU-203

TCU-301

Temperature (°C)

37

37

37

37

37
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Heaters
Type

THAW-201

THAW-301

HEX-101

HEX-201

Temperature (°C)

37

37

37

37

Pressure (psia)

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

Type

Water Bath

Water Bath

Plate and

Plate and

Frame

Frame

Material of Construction

Polymer Coating

Polymer Coating

316L SS

316L SS

Volume (L)

30

30

15

15

Height (m)

0.304

0.304

0.69

0.69

Width (m)

0.304

0.304

0.51

0.51

Length or Diameter (m)

0.355

0.355

0.74

0.74

Pumps
Type

P-101 A/B

P-201 A/B

Temperature (°C)

37

37

Pressure (psia)

30

30

Type

Peristaltic

Peristaltic

Material of

Stainless

Stainless

Construction

Steel

Steel

Volume (L)

28.8

28.8

Height (m)

0.262

0.262

Length or Diameter (m)

0.500

0.500

Width (m)

0.220

0.220
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Filtration Systems
Type

F-201

F-202

F-301

TFF-201

Temperature (°C)

37

37

37

37

Pressure (psia)

51

145

145

58
0.5 - 10 m2

Type

0.2 Micron

0.2 Micron

0.2 Micron

Material of Construction

Polypropylene

316L SS

316L SS

304L SS

Orientation

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Volume (L)

1.1

N/A

N/A

0.65

Height (m)

0.059

0.254

0.254

1.6

Length or Diameter (m)

0.442

N/A

N/A

0.8

Width (m)

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.8

Cassettes

Freezers, Cell Banks, and Refrigerators
Type

FRZ-101

FRZ-102

FRZ-201

REF-301

Temperature (°C)

-80

-80

-80

5

Pressure (psia)

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.7

Polymer

Stainless

Stainless

Coating

Steel

Steel

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Material of Construction
Orientation

N/A

Volume (L)

30

548 L

548 L

326 L

Height (m)

0.304

1.30

1.30

1.331

Length or Diameter (m)

0.304

0.72

0.72

0.553

Width (m)

0.355

0.59

0.59

0.508
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Centrifuges
Type

CFG-201

CFG-301

Temperature (°C)

37

37

Pressure (psia)

14.7

14.7

Type

Disk Stack

Disk Stack

Material of Construction

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Orientation

Vertical

Verical

Volume flow rate (L/s)

6.94

6.94

Height (m)

2.10

2.10

Length or Diameter (m)

1.85

1.85

Width (m)

2.16

2.16

Lyophilizer
Type

LYO-301

Temperature (°C)

2-8

Pressure (psia)

14.7

Material of Construction

N/A

Volume flow rate (L/s)

1.009

Height (m)

2.041

Length or Diameter (m)

2.032

Width (m)

1.575

Biosafety Cabinet
Type

BSC-101

Class

Class II

Height (m)

1.570

Length or Diameter (m)

0.792

Width (m)

1.074
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2.1.5 Utility Table

*assuming 8.6 cents per KWhr[36]
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2.2

Rationale for Process Choice

When comparing the two vaccines, the team discovered that Rotarix has similar effectiveness,
but uses a simpler method of production. Vaccine trials have found Rotarix to protect against
any rotavirus gastroenteritis in 87% of infants while RotaTeq protects 74% of infants. These
studies also found that RotaTeq marginally performs better in severe cases, 98% vs 96%[23]. The
team determined that a simpler process would reduce downtime and increase consistency,
thus decided to produce Rotarix.
Another aspect of the process where optimization was necessary was in deciding
whether to utilize stainless steel or single-use heat exchangers and pallet tanks. Stainless steel
systems can be used many times without replacing any parts, whereas single-use systems need
to have a bag or tube replaced after each use. However, stainless steel systems need to be
validated before operation can begin, and must be cleaned after each use. This increases
downtime and the complexity of the process. Single-use systems employ pre-validated
replacement tubes and bags, and are very easy to switch out. This quickly returns the system to
an operation state (App. E16). For these reason, the team chose as many single-use peices of
equipment as possible for the process.
Section 3
3.1

Equipment Description and Rationale

Disposable Heat Exchanger (HEX - 101 and HEX - 201)

Disposable heat exchangers will heat the media to 37˚ C in order to protect the cells from
thermal shock, which can destroy cells and decrease the growth rate. The disposable heat
exchanger system (DHX), by ThermoScientific[17], consists of single-use LDPE bags held between
316L stainless steel heating plates in a countercurrent flow path. Stainless steel was chosen as
the material of construction in part for its durability, as well as to prevent corrosion. The singleuse bags are sterile and ensure a closed fluid path, eliminating the possibility of cross
contamination. They also do not need to be cleaned after each run, decreasing downtime and
labor costs. Another advantage of this heat exchanger that is useful for this process include
isolated flow paths for both the process fluid and the heat transfer fluid. It also has dimpled
jacketing on the plates which provides turbulent flow, reduced infrastructure requirements,
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and reduced process time. Manufacturers designed the heat exchanger to fit up to four bags
that can each handle pressures up to 20 PSIG, as well as temperatures up to 50°C. The single
use bags are connected with C-Flex interconnecting tubing and can run at a maximum flow rate
capacity of 15 liters per minute. The steel plates provide an effective heat transfer area of 2.5
m2, and are capable of operating at a pressure of 140 PSIG and at a temperature of 150°C.
3.2

Level II Biosafety Cabinet (BSC - 101)

Biosafety cabinets in the harvesting process are used to minimize contamination, while
increasing the virus transfection success rate. In this case a Thomas Scientific class II, type A2
biosafety cabinet is used. Class II biosafety cabinets provide protection of the product inside the
biosafety cabinet as well as the environment surrounding it. This is important since the cabinet
will be used to transfect the cell culture with the virus. The virus should not be able to escape
the cabinet, and outside microbes should not contaminate the cell culture. An A2 biosafety
cabinet draws exhaust air from the bottom of the cabinet, where 70% of it then passes through
a HEPA filter and is recirculated two to six inches above the work surface. The other 30% of the
air is exhausted via an exhaust HEPA filter. The minimum flow velocity is 30.5 m/min[21].
3.3

Pallet Tanks (TK - 101 and TK - 201)

The Rotarix process will use two ALLpaQ pallet tanks for sterile buffer and media storage in a
cold room. The volumes used are 50 L for buffer and 1000 L for media. These tanks include
single-use polyethylene bags that are fitted inside each tank. These bags are connected to Cflex interconnecting tubing, which is used to empty the tank of its components. The bags and
tubing for the pallet tanks will be provided by Sartorius. Some of the advantages of ALLpaQ
tanks are that they are easy to compact, are reusable, and inhibit bacteria growth due to their
smooth surfaces, which are ideal in a clean room setting. ALLpaQ tanks can also use single-use
bags from all vendors. Usually when purchasing a tank from a vendor, one must also purchase
the single-use bags from that same vendor as each bag is made for that specific tank. The
material of construction for ALLpaQ tanks is polypropylene. The temperature range for these
tanks are -20°C to 40°C[2].
3.4

Cell Factories

Thermo Scientific™ Nunc™ Cell Factory™ systems are used for Vero cell culture. A cell factory is
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a stackable clear plastic culture vessel which provides a surface for adherent cells to attach to.
It contains as a source of media for the cells to consume and a controlled environment so that
the cell culture does not get contaminated. Cell factories were chosen over other alternatives
such as roller bottles because roller bottles require repeated opening and closing each
individual container during the media change and cell passaging steps. Cell factories are a
modular cell culture platform which allows these processes to be performed on an entire stack
of containers at once[26][16].
3.5

Freezers (FRZ - 102 and FRZ - 201)

After the harvesting and tangential flow filtration (TFF) stages, the process stream material will
be frozen for 48 hours. For both stages, a Thermo Fisher Scientific Revco Upright Ultra-Low
Temperature Freezer will be used. The characteristics of this freezer include a stainless steel
exterior, power consumption of 115 V, a holding capacity of 548 L, and the ability to fit up to
40,000 2-milliliter vials inside at once. This freezer operates at a temperature range of -86℃ to50℃, which washe
t primary reason it was chosen since the streams leaving the harvesting and
TFF stages have a temperature of -80℃.
The harvesting and sterile filtrate containers that will be placed into the freezers will be
provided by Fisher Scientific, and are made of stainless steel. The volume of each can is 19 L
with a diameter of 403mm[42].
3.6

Thawing Units (THAW - 201 and THAW - 301)

In order for the liquid to flow toward their respective vessels after freezing, the process
material will be thawed before entering the disk stack centrifuges. Deep chamber water baths
from Thomas Scientific will be used for the thawing process. These water baths were chosen
because they can accommodate large volumetric samples while providing high accuracy. These
water baths include microprocessor control, polymer coated tanks, and air jackets which
eliminate hot spots. The temperature control units are capable of holding a maximum capacity
[33]
of 30 L. The unit handles a temperature range of 5℃ above ambient to 90℃
.

3.7

Disk Stack Centrifuges (CFG - 201 and CFG - 301)

Disk stack centrifuges will be used in the process to separate the cryoprotectant fluid after
thawing from freezers. A disk stack centrifuge was chosen since it allows high volumes of fluid
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to be centrifuged at a time. Alfa Laval is the vendor that will provide our plant with the disk
stack centrifuge units. The hydraulic capacity for these centrifuges is 110 gpm, while they run at
a operating power consumption of 28 kW[1].
3.8

Concentration, Pooling, and Mixing Vessels (VE - 201, VE - 202, and VE - 301)

Vessels will be needed throughout the process after centrifugation in order to maintain precise
temperatures and product integrity. The three vessels will be provided by Holloway America.
Among the reasons for choosing these vessels from Holloway America include their sanitary
exterior and polished interior, as well as their removable top head which makes for easier
interior cleaning. The concentration and pooling vessels each have volumes of 500 L, while the
mixing vessel has a volume of 50 L. Each vessel contains a jacket that features circulating
cooling and heating liquids. This will provide better temperature control of the vessel contents.
The material of construction for all three vessels is 316L stainless steel and each vessel operates
at a pressure of 45 PSIG[16].
3.9

Temperature Control Units (TCU - 101, 201, 202, 203, and 301)

Five temperature control units (TCUs) will be located throughout the GSK plant. The pooling,
mixing and concentration vessels, along with both the media and buffer DHX will each require a
TCU. Delta T Systems is the vendor that will provide the Accent Series water temperature
control system units. The primary advantage of these TCUs is that they are suitable for wide
ranging processes with operating temperatures of up to 250℃. These TCUs also feature a
microprocessor-based PID controller. Each TCU has a 9 kW low-watt density heater, a 7.5 HP
pump, and a flow rate of 100 gpm[11].
3.10

Peristaltic Pumps (P - 101 A/B and P - 201 A/B)

Two peristaltic pumps will be used to transfer solution from the pallet tanks to the DHX, while
two separate peristaltic pumps will be used to transfer waste out of our plant. The pumps that
will be used to transfer solution from the pallet tanks are Ismatec Flowmaster Pumps that are
provided by Cole-Parmer. Peristaltic pumps are the ideal choice of pumps as no fluid contact
occurs at irreplaceable parts of the pump. Fluid is transferred using disposable tubing that will
be changed after every batch to ensure sterility. These pumps are designed with a three-roller
pump head along with interchangeable tubing that has an inside diameter of 16mm and a wall
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thickness of 3.2mm. The control type for this pump is variable speed digital controller. The
pump features an rpm range from 50 - 500 rpm, along with a flow rate of 13,000 mL/min while
running at a power of 500 W. Among the features that make it useful for our process include
multiple overload protections and an extensive analog interface.
The pumps that will be used to transfer waste out of the plant are a Watson-Marlow
620 series pump that has a flow rate up to 19 L/min. The materials of construction are polyester
coats for the exterior including the keypad, and 440C stainless steel for the interior parts of the
pump such as the rollers, the roller bearings, and the drive shaft[10].
3.11

Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF - 201)

TFFs are used to decrease the processing volume, which in turn will increase the concentration
of our retentate/product. The processing time goes down and leads to greater optimization.
Pall Corporation will provide the TFF system. The advantages provided by this filtration system
include a design that features low feed/retentate volumes, as well as surface areas that range
from 0.5 to 10 m2. The materials of construction for the system frame and the cabinet is 304L
stainless steel and a power consumption of 3.45 kW. The operating temperature range is 4 [24]
40℃, while the operating pressure is 58 PSIG
.

3.12

Micron Depth Filter (F - 201)

The depth filtration is a coarse filter, which is used as a clarification step that removes any
remaining unwanted cell debris. Like the TFF system, the Pall Corporation serves as the vendor
for the micron depth filtration unit. One reason for choosing depth filtration is the disposable
depth filter capsules which help increase process efficiency and overall speed of the filtration
process. The materials of construction include glass filled polypropylene for capsule shell, and
the manifold, while the chassis is made of 304L stainless steel. The maximum operating
pressure is 50 PSIG, while the maximum operating temperature is 60℃. Like the TFF, the micron
depth filter operates at a power requirement of 3.45 kW.
The membrane filters are made of a hydrophilic asymmetric PES, and have a size of 0.2
microns and are ideal for sterile filtration, which is what they will be used for in our process[25].
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3.13

Micron Microfilters (F - 202 and F - 301)

Before putting our material into the harvesting and sterile filtrate cans, a microfiltration process
must take place at each stage. This process acts as a sterilizing filtration process. This filtration
process features hydrophilic 0.2 micron microfilter cartridges. These are inserted into a 10 inch
long 316L stainless steel filter housing with a design pressure 125 PSI and a design temperature
[18]
of 104℃
.

3.14

Lyophilizer (LYO - 301)

The lyophilizer is used to preserve our final product which increases its shelf life and reduces
the cost of transportation. The process reduces liquid volume by 98%, leaving a dry powder as
the final product. This allows the product to be refrigerated and shipped at temperatures
between 2 - 8℃. W ithout lyophilization, the final product would have to be maintained at a
temperature of -40℃, making transportation more costly and difficult. The lyophilizer from SP
Scientific features four shelves that have a usable storage area of 24 ft2, which can store several
thousand lyophilizer bottles at once. The power consumption of the lyophilizer is 23 kW. The
glass lyophilizer bottles that are used with the lyophilizer have a volume of 10 mL, a 55mm
height and a 22mm diameter[34].
3.15

Refrigerator (REF - 301)

After the lyophilizer stage, the final product will be refrigerated. For this process a Thermo
Fisher Scientific Revco High Performance Laboratory Refrigerator will be used. Among the
advantages of this refrigerator are its power consumption of 1.08 kW, a holding capacity of 326
[42]
.
L, and a operating temperature range of 1-8℃, which fit our specifications

3.16

Cell Bank (FRZ - 101)

Cell banks are a cryogenic storage system used in this process to separately store the VERO cells
and rotavirus until needed. Within the cell bank, frozen cells do not need to be maintained or
fed, which allows a constant, low-maintenance supply of cells to be kept for long periods of
time. BioReliance cell banks provide systems for testing purity (mycoplasma, virus, and fungi
detection), ensuring a more reliable cell culture procedure[5].
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Section 4
4.1

Safety and Environment Factors

Plant Operation Safety Factors

The cell culture labs within our plant have various hazards that are associated with handling
and manipulating animal cells along with toxic and corrosive solvents and reagents. Some of
these hazards include punctures with needles, spills of virus contaminated product on skin,
accidental ingestion of contaminated product, and inhalation of toxic viruses through
fuming[37]. These hazards will be mitigated through the proper use and maintenance of BSCs.
The lyophilizer poses the most danger within the equipment pieces due to its extreme
operating pressures and temperatures. To prevent situations in which conditions exceed
standard levels, a dedicated operator will continuously monitor the state of the lyophilizer
during the freeze-drying stage.
4.2

Personal Protection Equipment

Workers and technicians are required to wear personal protective equipment (PPE) depending
on which room they are working in. Each room is categorized into classes A, B, or C. Class A
involves work in the biosafety cabinet, and requires workers to wear lab coats, vests, gloves and
a hair net. Class B rooms include all rooms after the virus injection. PPE that must be worn
include masks, goggles, and lab coats. Class C rooms include all rooms before the virus injection
point excluding the biosafety cabinet and require much of the same PPE to be worn as the
workers in Class B rooms. All rooms require workers to wear closed toed shoes and to expose
as little skin as possible (App. E.17).
4.3

Equipment Safety Risks

4.3.1 Heat Exchanger
Safety and inefficiency hazards that occur with the DHX disposable heat exchanger arise from
extremes in temperature, pressure, and flow rate. Flow rates and temperatures that are not
within the specified ThermoFisher ranges will result in lower heat transfer efficiency between
liquids, while extremes in pressure could lead to cross contamination, as well as ruptures and
explosions of the heat exchanger that could damage nearby equipment, and cause physical
harm to nearby workers. Gloves, goggles, lab coats, and closed toed shoes must be worn when
operating the heat exchanger. The TCU elements should be closely monitored and operators
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should be alert for any alarms.
4.3.2 Biosafety Cabinet
Operators must be extremely attentive when using the BSC due to the high risk of contact of
dangerous chemicals associated with its use. The prevention of contaminated air releasing into
the workspace can only work if proper procedures are followed during operation. Thus,
operators must be fully trained and comfortable with standard protocols for use and
decontamination of the chamber. Regular inspections of sealants and airflow using airflow
smoke pattern tests will also ensure a minimized risk of backflow.
4.3.3 Disc Stack Centrifuge
Appropriate operation of the disc stack centrifuge is imperative given the nature of its
operation. The disc stack centrifuges are the only pieces of equipment in our process that are
capable of causing significant damage to an individual operating it. Operators must make sure
to not open the device when it is in operation. Individuals making repairs or conducting
maintenance on a disc stack centrifuge must ensure that all power sources have been cut off
from the device. This will ensure that it is not unintentionally activated causing bodily harm and
disfigurement.
4.3.4 Lyophilizer
Safety hazards associated with the lyophilizer mainly involve extremes in temperature and
pressure. Gloves, lab coat, closed toed shoes, and safety glasses must be worn to protect from
potential skin exposure to extremely cold cryogenic fluids and possible glass vial ruptures under
vacuum.
4.4 Hazardous Chemical Storage
According to the NFPA Diamonds located in the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) that are
provided by Biological Industries along with Science Lab Chemicals and Laboratory Equipment,
most of the products that will be used to create media and buffer such as the Sorbitol and the
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium in the process pose health and fire risks. To prevent these
risks from creating long-term problems to workers, one must follow the sections in the MSDS
relating to handling, storage, exposure controls, and personal protection[30] [28] [29] [42] [32] [27] [4].
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4.5

Environmental Impacts

4.5.1 Environmental Impact of Discharge
The majority of the discharge from our process consists of biohazardous and infectious
biohazardous. Improper disposal of either may cause severe ecological ramifications due to
eutrophication of surrounding habitat by concentrated nutrient solutions. In addition,
infectious biohazardous waste contaminated by rotavirus may spread the disease to
mammalian wildlife[22].
4.5.2 Environmental Impact of Utilities
The only utility used for the production of Rotarix is electricity. In Singapore, the vast majority
of electricity, 96%, is obtained from natural gas as the fuel source[12]. Although cleaner than
other fossil fuels, natural gas is still a petroleum derivative and poses various environmental
concerns such as the formation of NOX gases and smog[44].
4.5.3 Environmental Impact of Spills
Unintended spills of any component within the process creates similar environmental impacts
to those of discharge. A spill of solutions used within the process will release a high
concentration of nutrients into the surroundings. Serums, buffers, and nutrient solutions are
highly soluble in water and can quickly move into the groundwater table, affecting surrounding
water systems. Spills of either waste streams or product streams by the leakage or failure of a
disposable tube will release hazardous liquid infected with live rotavirus[50].
4.5.4 Environmental Regulations
Biohazardous waste generated during our process is classified as either potentially infectious or
noninfectious. Non-infectious waste goes straight into biohazardous waste disposal containers.
Infectious waste is first treated with bleach to kill any virus present in the waste before being
stored with the rest of the biohazardous waste. Non-biohazardous waste includes any
equipment, tubing, packaging, and other miscellaneous waste from the manufacture of the
vaccine. This waste is removed by local waste disposal companies.
Biohazardous pharmaceutical waste, such as that generated by the manufacture of
vaccines is classified, and is picked up by a licensed waste disposal contractor. Any potentially
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infectious waste is required to be pre-treated prior to being picked up. In our process, any
transfected cell wastes are bleached before being stored in biohazardous waste containers.
Color-coded disposal bags are used in pharmaceutical facilities to segregate wastes that need
special handling and disposal. Yellow bags are used for bio-hazardous wastes. Purple and red
bags are used for cytotoxic and radioactive wastes respectively. For general waste, black
disposal bags are used.
Pharmaceutical wastes are further classified into general pharmaceutical waste such as
vitamin tablets, paracetamol tablets, creams and ointments etc, and special pharmaceutical
waste such as antibiotics, vaccines, other immunological products, and controlled drugs such as
cocaine. Only special pharmaceutical waste needs special disposal by incineration. General
pharmaceutical waste can be disposed of as general refuse.
At present, there are 4 licensed pharmaceutical waste disposal contractors. They are
M/s Aroma Chemical Pte Ltd, M/s Cramoil Singapore Pte Ltd, M/s ECO Special Waste
Management Pte Ltd and M/s SembCorp Environment Pte Ltd. They operate a fleet of totally
enclosed trucks to provide collection and transportation of the biohazardous waste. All 4
contractors have dedicated pharmaceutical waste incinerators to incinerate the biohazardous
and used cytotoxic wastes from facilities.
4.5.5 Life Cycle Assessment
The life cycle assessment impact categories with the greatest significance are climate change,
land use, and eutrophication. The climate impacts from this process come from the production
and transport of raw materials, power use at the facility, incineration of waste products, and
transport of final product. The average carbon footprint of a pharmaceutical facility over a 15
year is 28 kilotons of CO2-equivalents (Figure 2)[32]. In comparison, the average coal plant
produces 37,500 kilotons of CO2 in the span of 15 years, an amount over 1300 times greater[43].
Our plant is calculated to produce 21 kilotons of CO2 within the 15 year period as calculated in
App. A.8. While this is relatively low, the carbon footprint could be reduced by sourcing raw
materials closer to Singapore, ensuring processes are run as energy efficient as possible, and
reducing the amount of waste going to the incinerator.
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Figure 2. Total carbon footprint over entire lifetime for a model facility[19].
Land use issues come from the strip mining of raw materials (such as sodium,
phosphate, and other minerals), farming and livestock to produce sugars and bovine serum
albumin, and landfills use. These could potentially be mitigated by choosing materials sources
with the least land use impact. Some examples might be those which use underground mining,
or an alternative to bovine serum albumin that doesn’t use cows since they use a large amount
of land.
Eutrophication could occur if proper waste disposal procedures are not met.
Biohazardous waste should be contained and picked up by a biohazardous waste contractor.
Non-biohazardous waste should be put into the local wastewater system. Any waste product
that may cause eutrophication, particularly those containing phosphate, should not be released
into the environment.
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Section 5
5.1

Economic Analysis

Economic Analysis Description

The team determined most of the equipment costs by contacting vendors and obtaining pricing
estimates. The team obtained consumer prices of other, more common equipment and
materials using various vendor websites including Thermo Fisher Scientific, Sigma-Aldrich,
Thomas Scientific, and ATCC.
The cost of equipment totals $8 million with total capital investment being $26.8 million
as shown in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Economic assumptions include the construction of an
integrated plant as GSK currently has a vaccine production plant in Tuas, Singapore. However,
the cost of site preparation and the cost of housed process buildings were adjusted to 25% of
the total bare module cost due to the high cost of pharmaceutical plants (App. E.18). Integrated
facilities were calculated at 15% of the total bare module cost rather than 5% for the same
reason. The wage of the workers was interpolated using published salaries of GSK operators
and average salaries of similar positions within Singapore[31][41]. A value of 20 USD was
concluded based on these values. Overall, the investment’s rate of return was found to be
274.4% for a net present value equal to zero after 15 years even with heavily nonideal
estimates for annual costs and revenue. With a minimum IRR set at 20%, a venture profit of
$182 million is expected (5.4 NPV Table). This suggests that investors will be highly interested in
the proposal.
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5.2

Equipment Costs Table

The total equipment cost of both parallel batch processes was calculated to be $8 million.
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5.3

CTCI Table

The total capital investment for the plant was calculated to be $26.8 million.
5.4

NPV Table

Based on the net present value calculations, the plant will break even in 15 years if the effective
interest rate is 274.4%. This high rate is still a low estimate as all the raw material costs were
calculated using consumer prices and not bulk-discounted prices. The estimate is also assuming
each dose is sold at $2.50 until the year 2022, the lowest value currently offered by GSK to a
nonprofit organization. The estimate also assumes an even lower price set at $1.63 upon the
year 2022 due to patent expiration and competing generic prices.
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5.5

Annual Costs

5.5.1 Annual Cost of Production

5.5.2 Annual Material Costs
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5.6

Economic Hazards

The most significant economic hazard for our process is the contamination of a batch with a
foreign substance or microbe. If this contamination is detected in the downstream process, the
entire batch of 2.6 million doses will be lost. At a price of $2.50 per dose, this would represent a
$6,500,000 loss in revenues, a loss of the twenty days spent growing the cells, and additional
time to ensure that all process equipment is decontaminated. The best way to mitigate this
hazard would be to maintain frequent sampling protocols. As a contaminant is identified
further upstream, fewer materials will be consumed prior to its disposal.
The vaccine manufacturing process is varyingly vulnerable to different market events.
Annual utility expenses of $263,000 represent less than 1% of the total operating costs of the
facility, so any major increase in energy costs would not have a significant impact on process
costs. The raw material that is the greatest yearly expense is the bovine serum at nearly $7
million per year. If this consumable were to increase in price by 50%, this would come out to
over $10 million spent on bovine serum a year. In order to prevent volatility in the price of this
and other consumables, the company could seek to establish fixed price contracts with vendors
to prevent financial impacts unforeseen commodity fluctuations. Our product is not likely very
vulnerable to changes in product as it is already being offered far below market value. With this
in mind, however, the cost per dose could drop to approximately $1.58 at a 6% interest rate
before becoming unprofitable.
Section 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

The team determined that the implementation of the designed plant would lead to a
large financial gain over a 15 year period. A total of 80 million doses per year would be
produced, this does not reach the originally intended number of doses, but implementation of
the recommendations below, this number would likely be exceeded.
The team made various assumptions that could be reevaluated to further improve the
accuracy of our process model. For example, in the filtration steps, the amount of cell mass
removed was only based on roughly equivalent filters and may be very different in our process.
This could be better estimated by finding a vendor with empirical data on their filter systems.
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The facility uses centrifugation in order to separate the cryoprotectant. Further research
suggests that the centrifugation step separates some fraction of the cells from the extracellular
medium. The exact effect could not be quantified and was assumed to be negligible in our
analysis.
The operating times for the equipment in our process were assumed based on our
understanding of the operation and values given by the mentor. More contact from vendors
can confirm or change these approximations.
Values to calculate the number of viruses per cell were also not found. Thus, values such
as a rotavirus’ volume and a Vero cell’s volume were interpolated using literature values of
similar viruses and cells. The calculations also used an average value for the multiplicity of
infection (MOI) of a virus onto a human T-cell, a value used to relate the amount of viruses that
infect one cell. Finally the volume of viruses required to burst a cell, 5% v/v, was an average
literature value taken of common viruses in mammalian cells (Appendix D). Research or
experiments performed on rotavirus on Vero cells to produce actual values would greatly
improve the actual conversion of nutrients to cells in the stream table (Section 2.1.3) as well as
the final titer of virus per dose.
Recommendations for improving the process include a more stringent cleaning
procedure for our vessels, reducing the chance of contamination of our product. The current
process simply contains a three-step rinse stage of each vessel with WFI water. While foreign
microbes cannot currently make it through our filtration steps, their byproducts could still have
an impact on our product over time.
A large restriction within our design involves the lengthy dead-time within our process
due to cleaning procedures and qualification of equipment. Single-use disposables come prequalified and make change-over for any following uses quick and simple. By replacing even
more permanent equipment with single-use versions, the process can be further optimized to
be completed more quickly. Another way to decrease dead-time involves the removal of freeze
and thaw steps. These steps are included in order to anticipate problems in our process flow or
supply lines, preventing spoilage of product due to a delay. However, they encompass a
minimum of eight days of dead time throughout the process. To account for delays in the
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process flow, spares of every equipment could be purchased and kept on standby. Although
this will increase the initial equipment and material costs, these values are marginal when
compared to the potential sales revenue that would arise from the increased amount of
batches produced annually.
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Section 8

Appendices

Appendix A: Calculations
A.1

Cell Model Derivation

Assuming exponential growth of cells directly related by growth constant µ:

A.2

Solving for Growth Constant µ

Given literature value for cell doubling time (App. D)
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A.3

Viruses per Cell

A.4

Unit Mass of Virus

A.5

Initial mass of Viruses for Transfection
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A.6

Final Mass of Viruses after Proliferation

A.7

Solving for the Virus Titer

A.8

Annual CO2 Equivalence
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Appendix B
B.1

Spreadsheets

Cell Growth Model Sheet

*N0 for T-Flasks and td are defined in App. D and calculations for µ in App. A.1
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B.2

Cell Growth Model Sheet w/ Equations
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Appendix C: Overall Mass Balance
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Appendix D: Literature Values
Doubling Time of Vero Cells: td = 22 hours[3]
Number of Vero Cells per purchased Vial: N0 = 2,000,000[39]
Surface Area Cell Factory Layer: ACF = 632 cm2 [16]
Rotavirus Multiplicity of Infection: MOI = 0.1 virus/cell
Average Weight Per DNA Base Pair: 650 Daltons[17]
Rotavirus Genome size: 18,550 base pairs[45]
Volume Solids per Rotarix Dose: 1 mL[14]
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Appendix E

Phone Logs

E.1
Introductions and Intro to Biopharmaceuticals
Date: January 19th, 2017
Contact Information
Name: L. Chin
Company: Genesis Biotechnology Group
Phone number: 1-520-***-4152
Team Members Present: Brandon Jernigan, John Lee, Ash Parihar, Alejandro Zamora
Summary of Information, that pertains to the report (costs, flow rates, sizes, assumptions):
The general process for producing biopharmaceutical products is 1) Cell Inoculation 2) Cell
densification 3) Transfection 4) Clarification 5) Processing and Bulk Drug Storage
E.2
Heuristics/Methods for Cell Growth and Economic Considerations
Date: January 31st, 2017
Contact Information
Name: L. Chin
Company: Genesis Biotechnology Group
Phone number: 1-520-***-4152
Team Members Present: Brandon Jernigan, John Lee, Ash Parihar, Alejandro Zamora
Summary of Information, that pertains to the report (costs, flow rates, sizes, assumptions):
Popular location for biopharmaceutical operations is Singapore: tax incentives are strong
Simulations/calculations for this industry are typically conducted in Microsoft Excel
Cells volumes are typically increased x5 for each cell expansion step (heuristic)
The minimum plausible return on investment in the biopharmaceutical industry is 30%, typically
looking for ~60%-70%
Media must be stored at 2˚C-8˚C until it is being used. THe cells will need to be kept at 38˚C.
Always use highest purity reagents available for biopharmaceutical products
Look into Single Use disposable heat exchangers: Could save process time
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E.3
Bioproduct Process Overview, Details, and Points of Interest
Date: February 9th, 2017
Contact Information
Name: L. Chin
Company: Genesis Biotechnology Group
Phone number: 1-520-***-4152
Team Members Present: Brandon Jernigan, John Lee, Ash Parihar, Alejandro Zamora
Summary of Information, that pertains to the report (costs, flow rates, sizes, assumptions):
Harvest tanks will need to be jacketed so that correct temperature can be maintained with
temperature control unit. Typical temperature for cells to be frozen at is -80˚C after harvesting.
Make sure to note the difference between a tank and vessel (utilities vs. process units).
Micron filters and Filter Housing will be used for “Straight Through Filtration”.
Tangential Flow Filtration System (TFF) will be used to concentrate the retentate.
Another necessary unit will be a depth filter & chassis, as well as an “ultrafiltration unit”
Centrifuge will need to be used after every freezing step in order to remove cryopreservant
fluid.
Final filtration will be 0.2 micron, and lyophilizer will operate at -80˚C.
Water for Injection (WFI) is very pure water used for washing/rinsing tanks. Costs anywhere
from $8/gallon to $12/gallon. Make sure to show WFI flushes
E.4 Costing for Tangential Flow Filtration System and Related Equipment
Date: April 19th, 2017
Contact Information
Name: I. Matthews
Company: Pall Corporation
Phone number: 1-650-400-6499
Team Members Present: Alejandro Zamora
Summary of Information, that pertains to the report (costs, flow rates, sizes, assumptions):
Costing for equipment typically takes place in close collaboration with the company that is
looking to buy the piece of equipment over a period of, typically, multiple weeks.
Regarding the CS1000 Tangential Flow Filtration system, the cost for the piece of equipment at
the given flow rate would be approximately $250,000.
The membranes would run anywhere from $500 to $2,500, depending on the size of filter being
used. The manifold for the CS1000 unit would run around $10,000.
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E.5

Costing for Pallet Tanks and Single Use Pallet Tank Bags

E.6 Costing for Jacketed Vessels
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E.7 Costing for Temperature Control Units

E.8 Costing for Disposable Heat exchanger
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E.9 Costing for Depth Filtration System and Filters

E.10 Costing for Micron Microfilter and Filter Housing
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E.11 Costing for Cell Bank

E.12 Costing for Freezers
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E.13 Costing for Lyophilizer

E.14 Costing for Disc Stack Centrifuge
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E.15 Costing for Disposable Heat Exchanger Unit

E.16 Final Meeting, Economic Factor Adjustment, and Process Time Estimates
Date: April 23rd, 2017
Contact Information
Name: L. Chin
Company: Genesis Biotechnology Group
Phone number: 1-520-***-4152
Team Members Present: Brandon Jernigan, John Lee, Ash Parihar, Alejandro Zamora
Summary of Information, that pertains to the report (costs, flow rates, sizes, assumptions):
The consumables and facilities management factors for economic calculations should be larger
than what were being used out of the textbook. More realistic factors include Cbuildings = 0.25,
Cserv integrated = 0.15, Csite integrated = 0.25, CDPI = 0.35, C cont = 0.15, and Operating
supplies = 0.35
Given the parameters of our process, the estimated times for operations would be: thawing 48
hours, centrifugation 36 hours, Filtration 36 hours, TFF 60 hours, Freezing for 60 hours,
refrigerations for 48 hours, and bulk product packaging for 48 hour
All rooms are divided into Class A, B and C clean rooms. All workers must wear PPE to minimize
exposed skin and avoid contamination or product.
Stainless steel vs single use: stainless steel is difficult to clean, longer downtime. Single use
comes pre-validated, less downtime(so more productivity), however materials more expensive
in the long run.
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Appendix F

Meeting Logs

F.1
January 28th, 2017
Date: January 28th, 2017
Planned Meeting Start Time 1:00 PM AMT
Na
John Lee
1:00 PM
4:00 PM
Brandon Jernigan
1:00 PM
4:00 PM
Ashok Parihar
1:05 PM
4:00 PM
Alejandro Zamora
1:58 PM
4:00 PM
Group Member 1: John Lee
Progress:
Contributed to furthering of Basis of Design
Calculated total market for rotavirus vaccine various regions of need
Quantify amounts of raw materials necessary
New Task:
Continue to search for new markets
Search for additional product data
_________________________________________________________________
Determined Countries that would be good candidates
Group Member 2: Brandon Jernigan
Progress:
Indication of Singapore as a strong process location
Development of Questions to ask mentor (Laura)
Identification of several pieces of relevant information to the process
New Task:
Economic Basis of Project
Research into offsite plant support
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 3 Ashok Parihar
Progress:
Determined Countries that would be good conadidates
New Task:
Further research on site information
Research of methods of storage and transportation
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 4: Alejandro Zamora
Progress:
Contributed to Basis of Design
Research on Facility Design Parameters
New Task:
Determine the types of utilities necessary at a facility
Figure potential amounts of quantities at said facility
Continue progress on research goals
Next Meeting Date: January 31st
Time: 7:00 PM
Place: Science Engineering Library
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F.2
February 6th, 2017
Date February 6th, 2017
Name (Include mentors etc.)
Brandon Jernigan
John Lee
Ashok Parihar
Alejandro Zamora
PM

Planned Meeting Start Time: 2:00 PM
Time Arrived
*Bedbug Emergency in home
2:30 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM (From Class)

Time Left
3:45 PM
3:45 PM
3:45

_________________________________________________________________
Provide a brief summary (2 to 4 sentences or bullets on Each Individuals Progress. Include what
the individual is working on, what is expected by the next meeting)
Group Member 1: Brandon Jernigan
Progress: Prepared Questions to ask Laura
New Task: Ask Laura Questions
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 2: John Lee
Progress: Prelimary work on PFD begun
Questions regarding process for Lauara prepared
New Task: Continue work on PFD
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 3: Ashok Parihar
Progress: Parsing of information provided by mentor
_________________________________________________________________
New Task: Download/Install Visio for use in PFD, consider questions for Laura
Group Member 4: Alejandro Zamora
Progress: Questions
New Task: Download/Install Visio for use in PFD
_________________________________________________________________
Next Meeting Date 2/7/17 , Time 7 PM , Place Science Engineering Library
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F.3
February 9th, 2017
Date February 9th, 2017

Planned Meeting Start Time: 7:30 PM

Name (Include mentors etc.)
Time Arrived
Time Left
Brandon Jernigan
7:15 PM
John Lee
6:30 PM
Ashok Parihar
5:40 PM
Alejandro Zamora
6:00 PM
_________________________________________________________________
Provide a brief summary (2 to 4 sentences or bullets on Each Individuals Progress. Include what
the individual is working on, what is expected by the next meeting)
Group Member 1: Brandon Jernigan
Progress: Asked questions, took notes from Laura
New Task: Complete First Process sequence of PFD in Visio
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 2: John Lee
Progress: Asked questions, took notes from Laura
New Task: Complete Third Process sequence of PFD in Visio
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 3: Ashok Parihar
Progress: Asked questions, took notes from Laura
New Task: Complete Stream Table and Equipment Table
_________________________________________________________________
Group Member 4: Alejandro Zamora
Progress: Asked questions, took notes from Laura
New Task: Complete second process sequence of PFD in Visio
Next Meeting Date 2/15/17 , Time 6:00 PM, Place Harshbarger 10
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F.4
Feburary 17th, 2017
Date February 17th, 2017

Planned Meeting Start Time: 12:00 PM

Name (Include mentors etc.)
Brandon Jernigan
John Lee
Ashok Parihar
Alejandro Zamora

Time Arrived
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:05 PM

Time Left
1:20 PM
1:20 PM
1:20 PM
1:20 PM

Provide a brief summary (2 to 4 sentences or bullets on Each Individuals Progress. Include what
the individual is working on, what is expected by the next meeting)
Group Member 1: Brandon Jernigan
Progress: Progress with components of presentation, new issue bin items reviewed
New Task: Final preparations for meeting
Group Member 2: John Lee
Progress: Progress with components of presentation, reviewed process components
New Task: Final preparations for meeting
Group Member 3: Ashok Parihar
Progress: Progress with components of presentation, cemented new action bin items, reviewed
equipment table
New Task: Final preparations for meeting

Group Member 4: Alejandro Zamora
Progress: Progress with components of presentation, printed PFD, organized meeting agenda
New Task: Final preparations for meeting

Next Meeting Date 2/20/17, Time 5:00 PM, Place: Science Engineering Library

